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addled out with Chuckie on the Friday blowing-off the dreaded 
‘East Coast Low’ BOM was talking up…. “there’s no onion, 
isobars are too far apart, might get a sloppy 4-6 from the 
nor’east...” Well, had to give myself an uppercut on that call. 
Actually make that three. Stretching back to the ’67 storm, 

was this one the biggest, best? The emotional spinning wheel of coastal 
damage elevated wider community interest, comparisons and predictions. 
Winter is coming: the South Narrabeen canary has been tweeting since 
the ’74 storm and the multiple quandaries of walls v replenishment, 
buy-back v NIMBY and science v stupidity.

The best? Not sure…. After a month of south swells, sand packed into 
the northern corners was just waiting for a north. Offshores blew into 
some of the biggest cleanest ever. Ever? Damn definitive, that word. 
One wave at Av, took 5 seconds for the lip to get to the bottom: at 6 feet 
per sec, that’s 30… and there were five waves in the set. 

Paddle out’s on 9 and 10’ohs were for a new generation welding the 
experience with future myth. Sitting through May westerlies and flat 
spells, the local ‘benches of knowledge’ started talking of ‘the June 
swell’ as soon as the BOM raised the flag. “Will it be this year?” 
“Remember….” and fill in ‘77, 81, 87, 92, 93, 04, pick a number, 
because somewhere in that window between the third week of May and 
the middle of July there is ‘the one’, for that year. 

Whether it’s 6-8, or, 4-6, or, 8-10, or, 12-20…. 12-20? Remember 2016! 

Some of the previous best were low pressure cells sitting on Lord Howe 
and pumping a week of precision – Tommy, Barton, Dooma at Northie in 
the early ‘80’s moved the ‘70’s into the shadows in one swell. A smaller 
north push from a low over the top of NZ a few years later was crowd 
carnage and a changing of the guard to a generation of working surfing 
maturity and the modern professional era of the mid-‘90s onwards.
Southie as a focal point of tow and paddle (KF in the mid-2000s) 
became more than a place to keep a weather eye on while checking 
Northie lefts.

So, 25 years later, the wheel spins again. What was on show morphed 
into an amazing awe-inspiring casualness which some will eventually 
call the biggest and best surfing ever seen on the Narrabeen stretch. 
Gasp, shock, horror…. “But, what about…..” Well, what about who/
what went before? Memories, all marvellous memories. Now with a 
nice new freshly fermenting layer shovelled right over the top.

But, again, the first week of June! 2016 just put everything that has 
gone before into the shade. The young blokes have rightly staked 
their claims. Straight, deep and to the heart. Riley, Dunsmore, Vluggy, 
Lachie, Beau, and with the tail-end of the swell, even at double 
overhead, palpable relief as performances ratcheted even higher.

Salute, young guns – cemented.

PS: Dave took a two tier drop from behind the Point, went over the 
second ledge and hit the flat clean. You could see his mind processing 
deep, deep tube time, stall, stand tall….. But, it didn’t throw from 
the top, the second ledge became a double dose of almond-eyed 
sledgehammer twice as wide as it was high taking Vluggy’s head off 
with a horizontal lip pitch slap-down . Moral of the story - you can 
choose yours. Mine - make the wave!

Opposite: “The wave pictured was my biggest of that day. It threw over and I 

made the first section, not that deep but I got in it. It started to closeout and I 

tried to straighten out but it didn’t really happen. I jumped off and got flogged. 

I took the next three sets on the head, snapped the leggie plug out of my 

board and ended up on the beach. I was so lucky my boss let me take Monday 

and Tuesday off work. I’m stoked. He’s such a good boss. He used to surf and 

understands what’s going on in a swell like that.” – Matt Dunsmore, internet 

sensation. (Onorati) Previous spread: Riley Cadman was a standout during the 

arvo session at grinding North Narrabeen. (Onorati) Opening spread: Looks 

friendly enough but this is the same beach that appeared on the news where 

everyone’s front yards got eaten by the Pacific. Southy rules! (Christie)

“STRETCHING BACK TO THE 
’67 STORM, WAS THIS ONE THE 

BIGGEST, BEST?”


